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Submitted By Tammy Evon
Affiliation
Phone 1-907-545-3788
Email tammy_evon@yahoo.com

Address P.O Box 2735 
Bethel, Alaska 99559

My name is Tammy Evon, I am an Alaskan Native I am Yupik originally from Bristol Bay, and I was born in Dillingham Alaska. My mother
Carol Pavian is from Togiak Alaska, then in the year 2005 she got a job in Bethel Alaska for Y.K.H.C we then relocated to Bethel, Alaska.
Now my mother has married to Samuel Berlin who is originally from Kasigluk they both are native Alaskan just like me and we all reside in
Bethel Alaska to this day. As I was growing up in Togiak Alaska, I have noticed my whole family depending on subsistence all year long
even during winter most of the boys would go out hunting and be gone for weeks at a time just to feed our family and not depend on the
high cost of food that only keeps going up. My mother and step father live here in Bethel Alaska, they both love to depend on the land they
reside on which happens to be located in Bethel, Alaska they both have a camp also known as fish camp. Now I always see both of them
going out to fish camp every weekend or every chance they get so they can have more food on the table instead of paying the high cost of
food in Bethel the reason they love hunting and gathering food is because Bethel is a high cost living rural area where most of their money
goes on rent and bills and gas and fuel which is always most of their paycheck, that is the reason they like go gather subsistence all year
long because once again I am going to say this it puts food on the table! And it’s their way of life. Also my other concern about this
proposal is that if Bethel becomes a non subsistence area, there will be families who will go hungry and they will have to depend on food
stamps more heavily and the food they get from the state will only last for so long and if they run out of the food stamp money they will have
to wait till the next month till they get more money for food, and this goes for gas as well the cost of gas and fuel is at a ridiculous price here
in Bethel gas is over $7.00 dollars a gallon and I know for a fact that some of the surrounding villages close to Bethel have gas prices that
reach over ten dollars and that makes it harder for the hunters of the family to go farther on boats or snow machines or four wheelers to
reach the hunting grounds. If this proposal happens this will cause families to do more things they don't want to do such as illegal activities
and most likely forced to sell illegal dangerous drugs just to get the extra cash so they can go the extra mile for subsistence. I am against
this proposal due to the fact that this will change families and their way of lifestyle around this rural area, think about it don't change our way
of life just because there are more people wanting to live here I'm sure they didn't move to Bethel just to make it a City I'm sure they moved
here to get a taste of the true rural Alaskan subsistence lifestyle.
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Submitted By M Pamela Bumsted
Affiliation Alaskan rural resident

State Joint Boards Proposal 40

Kodiak is currently a subsistence area.

The Joint Board established the current nonsubsistence areas in 1992. There have been no changes to the Kodiak community which
warrant a change in its current subsistence area status from subsistence area to nonsubsistence area, under any of the criteria used by
the Joint Board.

Kodiak remains an area where dependence upon subsistence items is a principle characteristic of the economy, culture, and way of life of
the area.

Therefore, Proposal 40 should be opposed.

/M Pamela Bumsted/
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Submitted By Patrick Homes
Affiliation Kodiak Rural Subsit. Roundtable

To: The Alaska State Joint Boards of Fish and Game

 I would request that the Joint Board of Fish and Game deny proposition 40, to make Kodiak a non -subsistence area. Since
Statehood the Alaska Board of Fish and Game (later separate Boards) has seldom passed proposals submitted by one person that
changes or creates resource allocations for large numbers of folks in other regions of the state.  Proposal 40 is such a proposal. It does
not even define what area of Kodiak would be included.  There have been not significant changes in any of the existing State C&T
criteria that would warrant a change in Kodiak’s subsistence status.

 

The State Subsistence Division technical report 386, by James Fall ADF&G  clearly documents that Kodiak is indeed a subsistence
community as do all of the past C& T determination. The Multi- year Federal “Rural Determination process” completed in 2007, reaffirmed
for a second 2nd time that Kodiak was a rural community deeply involved in subsistence.

 

The Community of Kodiak has:

Abundant natural resources thanks to the excellent management of ADF&G and Research and Habitat studies of FWS. We are
the 2nd port in the State for volume of fisheries resources. We solve our subsistence and resource allocation problems
locally. When there have been short term fluctuations in abundance, the Kodiak F&G& AC and K/ARAC (Fed. Subst. Council)
assisted by the local management staff of ADF&G & F&WS have jointly resolved these problems and allocation issues before
approaching the State or Federal Boards. The Kodiak Regional Aquaculture Ass also assists in restoring, enhancing, or
establishing subsistence salmon runs for subsistence purposes.. This home based problem solving has been lauded in Universities
as the “Kodiak Model.”
A long-term consistent pattern of noncommercial taking, use, and reliance on the fish stocks or game population,
established by our rich multi-ethnic culture, over multiple generations, and thousands of years, without endangering subsistence
resources.

1.  It has existed continuously as a subsistence community for 7-8000 years.
2. We were the 1st European community in Alaska, (circa late 1700’s).
3.  It survived the radical cultural changes of WWII.
4.  A rich multi-ethnic composed of folks of many backgrounds who have joined our of Alutiiq, Unagan, Yupik, Inupiat, Den’ai, Tlingit,

and  Hiada indigenous population.  Our population has grown with the migration of Russians, Scandinavians and other Europeans,
retired military and stateside folks.  Over the last 40 years Philippino, Hispanic, Pacific Islanders, Asians have slowly joined our
community. Learning from each other, nearly all the folks have embraced the subsistence lifestyle of Kodiak,

A subsistence culture that continues to flourish due to the incredible wealth and diversity of subsistence resources.
A pattern of taking or use recurring in specific seasons of each year varying with changes in abundance and availability,
An array of methods and means of harvest that are characterized by efficiency and economy of effort and cost.  Often
multi-families share boats, nets, gear.
Local folks, (often times mutli-family) use and share means of handling to their harvest, preparing, preserving, and
storing fish or game.  Some of these have been traditionally used by past generations, others include more modern methods of
cryovacing and, freezing, or dehydrating..
A commitment to sharing subsistence harvest with elders and the needy, often by giving away a major share or majority
of their harvest.  An unwritten community standard is "no one should go hungry"!
A noncommercial, long-term, and consistent pattern of taking, use, and reliance upon the fish stock and game exists.
These co-exists with a major commercial fisheries ( 2nd in state, 5th in the nation), local guide businesses, sport hunting and fishing
opportunities.
 A pattern of taking or use that includes the sharing (often between generations) knowledge of fishing or hunting skills,
values, and lore.  This mentor ship transcends ethnic backgrounds and is a vested part of  famillies, individuals, non-profit public
service groups, tribes, native organisations and our schools.
A pattern of taking, use, and reliance where the harvest effort or products of that harvest are distributed or shared,
including customary trade, barter, and gift-giving.  An ADF&G subsistence study showed that 94% of the Kodiak road system
users shared natural resources. (incl. USCG Station).  This was one of the highest rates reported in the state( ADF&G Subsistence
Division research study.a few years back).

 A pattern that includes taking, use, and reliance for subsistence purposes upon a wide variety of fish and game
resources that provides substantial economic, cultural, social, and nutritional elements of the subsistence way of life.
Research tabulated by NOAA Biologist, Dr. Robert Otto in 2006, (Kodiak Rural Round Table discussions during the Fed. Rural
Determination, unpublished); showed that Kodiak utilized more species then most subsistence communities in Alaska.  (I believe
159?).

Please oppose proposal 40.

 Sincerely,

Patrick B. Holmes

 A retired biologist with > 22yrs.participation in the Kodiak  F&GAC.and K/ARAC (Fed. Subst. Council). A Kodiak Resident for most of my
life.
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Submitted By Thor Stacey
Affiliation Alaska Professional Hunters Association
Phone 9077231494
Email thorstacey@gmail.com

Address PO Box 240971
Anchorage, Alaska 99524

ALASKA

PROFESSIONAL HUNTER ASSOCIATION, INC.

P.O. Box 240971, Anchorage, AK 99524

Phone: (907) 929-0619 ~ (907)-868-1562

Email: office@alaskaprohunter.org ~ www.alaskaprohunter.org

 

September 23, 2013

 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Boards Support Section

PO Box 115526

Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526

 

 

Fall 2013 joint Board of Game & Fish Written Comments

 

Dear Alaska Board of Game & Fish Members,

 

Please find the following comments regarding proposals you will be considering during the October 2013 joint board meeting in
Anchorage. The Alaska Professional Hunters Association Inc. (APHA) is concerned by, and opposed to, attempts to repeal “non-
subsistence” areas statewide. The APHA also has serious concerns about what appear to be philosophically driven attempts to redefine
what is and what is not subsistence harvest and how “amounts necessary for subsistence” (ANS) findings are accomplished in the future.
APHA members are almost wholly long-term Alaskan residents with deep community ties across our great State. Alaska’s professional
guide industry represents a significant and important economy in rural Alaska. The health of this industry is dependent upon prudent
stewardship and conservation of Alaska’s wildlife as well as fair allocation. Alaska’s professional hunters ask that when you carefully
consider the below comments you keep in mind that our interest is to have abundant game as well as a healthy, inclusive social situation
that is in the best interests of ALL Alaskan’s.

 

Individual Proposal Comment

 

Proposal #35- OPPOSE

 

We oppose this proposal because is factual premise is false. Subsistence hunting and fishing are defined in AS16.05.940.(31-32) and
these uses are limited to Alaska Residents. Therefore the assertion that; “The boards may remain confused as to which group of users
they were to restrict harvest opportunity to” is also false. We are not aware of any instances where non-residents have been considered
subsistence users by either the BOG or BOF and we are certain that this would be impossible and a violation of statute if it were to
happen. We agree with the Department’s staff comments on this proposal.

 

 

Proposal #38- OPPOSE

 

We oppose this proposal because we don’t believe that the cities of Anchorage-Matsu-Kenai, Fairbanks, Juneau, Ketchikan or Valdez
have all suddenly become “communit(ies) where dependence upon subsistence is (a) principal characteristic of the economy, culture, (or)
a way of life.” The APHA’s comments on Proposal 38 are confined to how this proposal will affect commercial game use and allocation.

 

According to the Departments' staff comments, the proposed area's socioeconomics were re-evaluated in 2007 and there was no
significant evidence to support any boundary changes. This is a proposal that, if passed, will have a significant and negative effect on non-
resident allocation for the following reasons:

 

ANS findings will have to be made directly adjacent to Alaska’s largest urban centers
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Sport and commercial harvests of fish and game will be severely restricted or eliminated to allow and provide for the ANS findings
Loss of all non-resident moose hunting within re-defined non-subsistence boundaries
Established and sustainable guide businesses will cease to exist in areas where guiding has been a vocation and lifestyle since
territorial days
The loss of ungulate harvest will severely disincentive guides (guides are an important component in the predator harvest equation)
 from utilizing “predator control units” and providing hunts for predators, causing a net debit to the area’s ungulate numbers thus a net
loss for the region’s residents opportunity to harvest game

 

There is no reason to approve proposal 38 and the “problem” it solves is philosophically based. We believe that these types of
philosophically driven disputes over allocation are beyond this forum because they involve ALL Alaska’s prioritization of resource use and
valuation. Alaska’s guide industry will remain vigorously opposed to this proposal as long as the communities in question remain
unquestionably urban with populations that are largely disconnected and non-reliant on Alaska’s fish and game.

 

Summary

 

The APHA’s comments on proposals #35&38 are an effort to confine our interest to proposals that direct will have impacts on the
Professional Guiding Industry. However, the APHA is opposed to ALL the proposals that seek to change non-subsistence area
boundaries without supporting socioeconomic evidence to support the requests. We are further opposed to all the proposed efforts to
change how ANS is calculated because we feel the current system, while not perfect, is working. We feel compromises to encourage a
healthy, inclusive, social climate that surrounds game management is especially important at this point in our State’s history. Keeping this
goal in mind, we urge caution when there are any proposed attempts to drastically or radically alter the basic model of State subsistence
management. It seems as if each misstep made by State managers leads to increased Federal control over our fish and game. Alaska’s
regulatory autonomy and control over its fish and game resources should always be a priority of its policy makers. Whether we like it or not
there are Federally recognized rural subsistence priorities. We do not believe it is in Alaska's best interest to encourage rural residents to
seek Federal favoritism in game allocation or management as recourse from loss of access to fish or game (real or perceived) or failure
to meet  realistic ANS.
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